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Inspire, Shine, Create.

This week, Kirsten and I had the privilege of attending
the Education State School Leader Conference which
featured leaders from across the state. This provided us
with plenty of opportunity to hear directly from the Minister
of Education, James Merlino, as well as people who are
part of the different education regions across Victoria
regarding the direction of the education state in 2019 and
beyond. Simon Breakspear, a leading thinker on education
reform and an educational researcher who helps leaders
and organisations enhance their impact on learning,
provided us with some intriguing and thought-provoking
pedagogical questions and frameworks to help us align our
core work with departmental expectations and guidelines.
The day began with the discussion of ‘excellence’ as
that’s the priority and motto for the education state, yet
when we dig down into the definition of excellence as the
quality of being outstanding or extremely good, what does
excellence truly mean? And more importantly can it ever
be achieved or measurable? What’s outstanding for one, is
mediocre for another, what’s terrible for some is considered
extremely good for the majority. How do we measure
excellence, and can we do it accurately? At Alamanda
College, we are constantly monitoring and evaluating our
progress towards ‘excellence’. We have just completed
the student attitudes to school survey (AToSS), which is a
general questionnaire, which surveys the attitudes and

Dare t
o be wise.

opinions of how well our teachers are meeting the needs
of our students, as well as their experiences with peers and
bullying. At Alamanda College, one of the areas which
has assisted us to distinguish ourselves ahead of the curve
is our involvement with the International Baccalaureate
program, which focuses on developing globally-minded
citizens who are lifelong learners, understanding that other
people, with their differences, can also be right. There is also
a core focus on both the delivery of key knowledge, as well
as a deeper, conceptual understanding which stretches
student thinking beyond just the simple recall of facts. The
emphasis on community action also helps to frame student
understandings of their place and role within the world that
they live in. This leads me to think that we are on the right
track in terms providing our students with an environment
where they can practise excellence.
Another thought-provoking guest speaker was Richard
Gerver who described his scenario where he was hired
as a headmaster in a failing primary school in the UK, and
within just two years transforming the school into one of the
most acclaimed learning environments in the world. ‘How
do we turn this educational institution into Disneyland?’
was the very first question that he posed towards his highly
disenfranchised staff, who was normed into years and years
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of mediocrity, during his inaugural staff meeting. He then questioned, why would
a family pay thousands and thousands of pounds, to line up for hours and hours
waiting for a ride that lasts a couple of minutes and to rinse and repeat the cycle
for the next 12+ hours, yet every child dreams about going to Disneyland. How
can we as educators mirror the ‘Disneyland’ effect and translate that towards
students wanting to turn up to school everyday in the exact same manner?
Which then led me to think, what is Alamanda College doing, to mirror the same
effect? Are we doing enough to engage and motivate students to do the same
each and every day? What changes in practise do we need to make, for our
students to feel this sense of excitement and engagement?
Just another friendly reminder that the semester one reports will be available
via Compass shortly, please check for Skoolbag updates as to when they will
be available to be downloaded via the reports section in Compass. During
the last week of Term Two, Alamanda College will also be hosting our 3-way
conferences, where students will be provided with an opportunity to proudly
showcase their learning throughout this semester to their parents in the presence
of their teachers. A letter will be sent out shortly to refresh your memory to the
booking process if you have forgotten. If there are any questions and queries,
please feel free to contact the office staff for further clarification.
Dare to be wise,

Kirsten Sullivan and Ryan Ma
Acting Assistant Principal
Secondary School
Alamanda College

Year 7 Maths
So far, this year I have been challenged,
questioned and inspired, in every
single unit of math. In perimeter and
area, I learnt about area formulas
that I had not even known had
existed, and saw shapes that were
previously easy, become problems
that were complex, and so confusing
I wondered how I even thought it was
easy! In fractions we revised so many
different types and how to really
understand what to do. The Naplan
revision was so helpful in making sure
that we were confident about our
outcomes, and when I took the actual
test, I found that I was confident in
every single question. In the number
and placement unit I learnt all about
thing like the distributive law and the
commutative law, and how to apply
it to equations. All in all, I have had so
much fun learning new things in each
unit, and challenging myself with

questions that I most defiantly would
not have been able to answer last
year. - Rakshitha Dasa 7G
In mathematics, we have been
learning about Perimeter, Area &
Volume. By using the goal system,
students are able to choose where
they would like to start, instead of
going through the whole continuum
and waste time. During this unit, I
have been working on refreshing my
memories for some of the areas such
as the rhombus & parallelograms,
alongside working on surface area,
something new for me. I used the
continuum to guide my learning and
use the textbook questions to store
new knowledge in my memory.
Something I could work on however
was productivity, as I work quite slow

in class. I should move on if I find
something easy for me. - Zahara Nazir
7G

Year 7 Interschool Sports
On the 27th of May, 35 Year 7 students
represented the school at the Hobson’s
Bay Interschool Sports Badminton
and Soccer finals. It was a day where
Melbourne had a quintessential four
seasons in one day.
The Boys playing soccer where
exposed to all of the elements; wind,
rain, sun and cold. Unfortunately for
them, they didn’t get the “chocies” in
any of the games they played in. That
being said, they were risk-takers as they
played with a committed approach. A
standout play for the soccer team was
David Malesia taking the ball as goalie
and dribbling it the length of the field to
make a shot on goal.
For the Badminton team, they all
played with excellent effort and

principled play. It was a freezing cold
day inside the Altona Badminton
Centre but our team was on FIRE!
Our skills were lit. The boys Alamanda
teams went undefeated through the
pool games and the semi-finals. It was
a bitter sweet grand final as one of the
Alamanda teams would have to lose
to the other. The A team came away
with the win. The girls made it through
to the semi-finals, showing magnificent
heart to the tie the games tally against
Bayside at 3 and 3. Taking the tie deep
into the lost game of doubles. It was
heart breaking to see the girls go down
in such a heartbreaking manner. But on
a count back it was determined that
the girls finished third overall out of ten
teams.
Great sportsmanship and effort Year 7s!

Year 7 News
A BATTLE FOR THE UNIVERSE
Finally, the cries of the students were
heard. Debating was finally introduced
as a class task and there was a vote
to choose the topic of argument. The
hopeful students entered their topics
onto a strip of paper and the results
were tallied with extreme caution.
It seemed the people had spoken
when “The earth is flat” was chosen
as the topic. There were countless
groans of disappointment and several
cheers. After being split into groups,
the students now face presenting their
arguments to the judges. It’s only a
matter of time before the countdown
begins. - Vraj Shah
The Earth Isn’t FLAT: STOP IT
This week has been very frustrating for a
lot of people, as the flat-earthers have
now banded together to create the
worst argument of all time. ‘The earth
is flat!’, they all say, but I find it very
nonsensical. After all, if the Earth really
is flat, then how does the moon orbit
around us? Explain the reason why all
other planets aren’t flat? The common
sense in people nowadays, very sad.
- Alonso Icaro
The Earth is… flat???
Debating. Many people in our class,
had requested this for a while and
finally, we had an opportunity. When
the debate topics went up, I was quite
disappointed. Many of the topics
weren’t as interesting as I’d hoped
but after picking my preference, I
looked at the graph. One of the topics
were being chosen quite frequently.
Eventually, the whole class had voted
and I’d realised what our debate
topic was going to be. Mrs McCarthy
announced it too.
The words, ‘The Earth is not a sphere’,
echoed through my ears. I rolled my
eyes, of course, this is our debate topic.
We were going to debate about why

the Earth was NOT a sphere, one of
the last options I’d wanted to debate
about. Yet, the position I was in,
showed otherwise. At least, there was
the chance to debate for the negative
side. I crossed my fingers, hoping I
wouldn’t be put into the affirmative
side, only just realising that I’d jinxed it.
- Sudeepthi Hariharasudhan
The World’s Round… or is it?
Arguments have taken a toll in 7G
on whether the world is round or not.
So, to settle the altercation in a more
formal manner, we have decided to
introduce debating in our classroom.
We chose the topic as a class and
broke up into groups of affirmative and
negative sides. We were challenged to
think from a different point of view as
sometimes we were put into groups that
we didn’t agree with. So far, we have
had time to plan the arguments and
discuss them with our groups. We look
forward to settling this disagreement
through a new and engaging way. Ananya Singh & Nihitha Achanta

INTERSCHOOL SPORT
A Passive Aggressive War Taken out on
a Soccer Game.
On Friday week, as many students were
off asleep, I gave up the one thing I love
the most (sleeping) to do something I’d
never thought I’d do. Waking up early
at 7:30, getting to school and going on
the bus to play soccer. Our strategy was
to push the opposing team forward
and even though we unfortunately
didn’t make it to the next round, all the
girls had played extremely well for only
a small amount training and we hope
to play next year and get as far into the
tournament as we possibly can.
Due to competitiveness, many girls
were passive aggressive to us, or just
full on aggressive. A girl did trip one of
my teammates on purpose, she had
declared war.
Competitive Girl + Competitive Girl =
WAR (but in a passive way.) - Zahara
Nazir

ALAMANDA STRIKES AGAIN!!
On the 27th May, Alamanda College
participated
in
the
interschool
Badminton competition. We left the
school filled with excitement and
energy. We were split into different
pools. Alamanda A played in pool A
and Alamanda B played in pool C.
Both the teams dominated their pools
and came to the top. Alamanda
B played in the semi-finals against
Bayside Altona and Alamanda A
played against Westbourne. Eventually
both teams came out on top. In the
finals, it was a civil war in Alamanda.
Just like the North, Alamanda A won
the competition, leaving team B in
second place.
But in the end, it was a win for
Alamanda. - Kraig Alarcon & Atharva
Bharaddwaj
HELPFUL GUIDE DOGS OF VICTORIA
COMMUNITY
Alamanda guides us to learn about
guide dogs.
On May the 22nd, Alamanda College
had the pleasure of having a guest
speaker, Colleen and her guide dog
Freeman. Freeman is a black labrador,
one of the most common breeds for
guide dogs. We learnt about the training
process for guide dogs, and how they
have a sort of foster family when they
are young so that they can get lots of
cuddles, but the owners need to make
sure that they are trained in the basics.
If a dog fails their guide dog training,
but they still have the basics, then they
can become an ambassador dog or
therapy dog. These ambassador dogs
come along with their owners to get
some pets because working guide
dogs shouldn’t get attention from the
public. We learnt about the unusual
and incredible things that guide dogs
can do, including finding destinations.
It was an over-all amazing experience
to learn about guide dogs, and how
they make the world a better place.
- Alyssa Lim

For our Communities subject, we all
gathered like penguins and waddled
into the well-lit theatre. We all walked
slowly into the rows of seats and sat
down on them. We were all waiting
for the adorable labrador, Freeman,
to enter the giant and spacious room.
After a lot of joke telling, the dog finally
arrived with his owner, Colleen. Colleen
talked about how awesome Freeman
was and how much Freeman had
helped her because she had lost her
sight. - Ethan Han
WHO LET THE DOGS IN?
On the 22nd of May, the Year 7s had an
amazing guest speaker come in and
inspire them of what they would wish
to do for their community project in
future. This guest speaker came in with
a… guide dog! This guide dog came
from the Guide Dogs Victoria and
the guest speaker was blind meaning
she can’t see. Overall, it was a very
inspiring speech, showing us that we
are fortunate to have good eyesight.
Our Q&A was very interesting and we
liked this guest speaker because of
the time we had taken to reflect and

appreciate the guide dogs for their
hard work and service to helping the
disabled. - Ian Liew, Kyle Carpena &
Bryan Ng
LEADERSHIP
World Vision Youth Conference
A few weeks ago, I went to a
conference about leadership and how
I can change the world. It was very
inspiring, and really fun being with my
friends in the city. The public transport
was extremely busy, and we didn’t
get seats most of the time, but it was
interesting to know how people travel
like this every day. The auditorium was
very big and had so many seats. I met
some really motivational speakers,
including Khadija Gbla, who was a
refugee, who came Australia. I took a
photo with her, and it was so amazing
listening to her as she could put her
sad story in a happy and humorous
perspective. I feel so inspired and
thankful that I got learn about some
very interesting things, at world vision
youth conference, and I am excited to
try to participate in their future events.
- Divya Malthora

Year 7 Science
These last few weeks in year 7 Science
students have been competing in a
catapult challenge!
They were given limits on the about
of time, resources, and research they
could do to complete the task. They
then built their catapults, and had the
opportunity to test and modify their
builds.
We then competed to find out which
group had the best catapult. The
students had to consider how force
and motion interacted to get the
projectile to the other side of the room.
Some groups’ projectile only travelled a
short distance, some went backwards,
others were very successful and made
it to the other end of the room!
Their next challenge is to aim their
catapult and get the projectile through
the target.
The students enjoyed the task, and had
a lot of fun.

Year 8 English & Humanities
Students have been reading ‘The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas’ this term to continue their exploration of historical fictions.
Students have been connecting and transferring their knowledge through our interdisciplinary unit where students have been
discussing the way our society has evolved through global interactions. Whilst reading the novel, students have connected their
understanding of the Holocaust to the events that happen in the text. This has allowed them to discuss a real historical event
within the context of a fictional story.
Students collaborated, analysed and critically discussed the text and have been completing a text analysis essay. Students had a
range of essay questions to choose from. Please read a few samples of these essays below.
The novel ends with ‘Of course all this happened a long time ago and nothing like this could ever happen again. Not in this
day and age.’ Alternatively, Primo Levi, an Auschwitz survivor, said, ‘It happened, therefore it can happen again...’ Develop a
response, comparing and contrasting these points of view.
This powerful novel portrays the
Holocaust during the destructive chaos
of World War II, 1933. The author, John
Boyne’s, intention was to entertain
the readers with a touching story
of two young boy’s friendship whilst
provoking a heartbreaking outcome
of events involving a naïve boy called
Bruno, whom was the only son of the
Commandant of the Nazi military party
and oblivious to the harsh reality of
the Holocaust era, following Shmuel,

a Jewish victim that was constricted in
the concentration camp along with his
family. They surprisingly had the same
birthday, same age, and even similar
in looks. His fundamental intention was
to portray and showcase the different
lives of the two boys separating them
towards two drastically different fates
that was decided for the two boys and
allowing the readers to think in more
depth towards the Holocaust era. John
Boyne ends the novel with ‘of course

all this happened a long time ago and
nothing like this could ever happen
again. Not in this day and age...’ On the
other hand, Primo Levi, an Auschwitz
survivor said “It happened, therefore it
can happen again...”. These two
points of view differ entirely by John
Boyne believing that the Holocaust to
happen again would be unimaginable,
and Primo Levi convinced that the
Holocaust can happen again, due
to the fact it has already occurred

Year 8 English & Humanities
once in history. In today’s society,
there is constant ongoing hate and
discrimination, greed for power and
brutal violence that corrupts the peace
between the human race.
John Boyne’s message at the end, ‘of
course all this happened a long time
ago and nothing like this could ever
happen again. Not in this day and
age...’ leaves the reader to think more
critically and creatively. His intention of
writing that last message was where he
believed humankind would learn from
this devastating chaos that happened
once in history and learn that there
is no difference between all of us,
one human race. It solves nothing to
discriminate and pass all the built up
hate to the Jews as the Nazi’s once saw
them as a pitiful disgrace to the ‘superior
race’ and much worse that impacts
the Jews themselves as they suffer. “Ah,
those people... Those people...well,
they’re not people at all, Bruno. Well, at
least not as we understand the term...
But you shouldn’t be worrying about
them right now.
They’re nothing to do with you. You
have nothing in common with them.”pg. 55-56. In this case, Bruno’s father,
Ralf, tells Bruno that the Jews were
not even considered as people at
all and they have absolutely nothing
in common with them when Bruno
questioned him since he saw the Jews
huddled together at the concentration
camp. “His skin was almost the colour
of grey, but not quite like any grey that
Bruno had ever seen before.”-pg. 110.
This proves that the soldiers treated the
Jews extremely harshly as there was
barely any colour in Shmuel’s face when
Bruno first saw him. Ralf was obviously a
loyal man to Hitler as the Commandant
and agrees with his points of views and
beliefs towards the Jews, teaching his
son the most essential information that
there was to know during that time,
without explaining what they actually
meant. “Heil Hitler”, he said, which,
he presumed, was another way of
saying, ‘Well, goodbye, for now, have

a pleasant afternoon’-pg. 56. This
particularly proves Bruno’s obliviousness
as he wasn’t aware of specific terms of
words and the chaos that happened
around him, clearly uneducated. This
was all led by Adolf Hitler, otherwise
known as Führer, leader of the Nazi
Military Party and the cause of millions
of casualties of deaths among the
Jews and endless hate towards them.
Yet, in today’s society, even when 86
years have passed since the Holocaust,
there is unwavering growth of hate and
discrimination among the human kind
across the whole world. John Boyne
may have had the intention of the
Holocaust never to happen again in
this day and age, however, similar hate,
discrimination, racism, and stereotypes
are happening in today’s society.
Primo Levi, an Auschwitz survivor
was very knowledgeable when
he announced that “It happened,
therefore it can happen again...”.
Hitler has desired for unlimited power
within his country, power was the key
for all the destructions and sorrow he
caused. He had the power to influence
Germans that started the Nazi’s military
party and to despise and hateJews. He
had the power to create concentration
camps that made the Jews suffer. He
had the power to kill nearly the whole
population of Jews in Poland. And so
many more that corrupts the peace...
“We should never have let the Fury
come to dinner, some people and their
determination to get ahead”.-pg. 42...
Bruno’s Mother was extremely unhappy
by Hitler’s decision when he ordered
Bruno’s father (Ralf, Commandant) to
control the Concentration Camp in
Poland from Berlin. Again, this proves
that Hitler desired ultimate control over
nearly the whole population of the
Jews and did not hesitate to order
anyone around if it mean this desires
would be fulfilled. “If the Fury ignores
you then you do not say anything
either, but look directly ahead and
show him the respect and courtesy
that such a great leader deserves”-pg.
123...By the influence of Hitler, Ralf has

shown his loyalty and believes heis the
most superior leader of all, announcing
to Gretel and Bruno that he deserves
upmost respect and courtesy because
he has so much power and the most
powerful leader back then.
Greed for power achieves nothing in
the end. There is fame, money, loyalty
and power for only a short duration. In
the end, Hitler committed suicide with
his wife, a horrible ending and one that
could all have been avoided only if not
for the greed for power Hitler desired.
One man that causes everyone to
cower in fear is the supreme leader
of North Korea, Kim Jong-Un. Kim
Jong-Un is the set example for the
next leader that desires revolution
and power. Constantly threatening
various countries for his own greed for
ultimate indestructible power, having
the confidence in believing that North
Korea is the superior country above all
and he is the most powerful leader. His
key weapon is the Nuclear weapons
hepossess. By 2020, North Korea will hold
the world hostage with 100 Nuclear
weapons. North Korea’s provocations
and threats has created an unstable
environment on the Korean Peninsula.
Their ongoing development of Nuclear
weapons and ballistic missiles increases
the chances of attacking regional
states, thus affecting vital U.S interests.
Currently, North Korea possess more
than 650 short-and medium-range
ballistic missiles that is capable of hitting
cities throughout South Korea, Japan
and eastern China. Furthermore, if
they succeed in developing a longrange rocket, it can also target Gaum,
Hawaii, Alaska, and the north- western
continental United States. The greed
for power has never ended well and
never will.
John Boyne showcased a glimpse
of Hitler’s- Führer ruling back then
throughout the novel, his intention
was to show the readers the way Hitler
ruled from Bruno’s point of view when

the outbreak of Holocaust took place.
Primo Levi’s statement was appropriate
because even in today’s society,
Kim Jong-Un still seeks and greed’s
for ultimate power just like how Hitler
had during the Holocaust and it can
happen again because it has already
happened once in history.
“If the Fury ignores you then you
do not say anything either, but look
directly ahead and show him the
respect and courtesy that such a great
leader deserves”-pg. 123 John Boyne’s
message has been proven wrong
by the ongoing hate, discrimination,
judgement
and
stereotypes
all
based on their religion, culture, and
beliefs. History always repeats itself
even if it takes a different form, the
cause is always the same. Hate and
discrimination results take on a form,
such as Racism. Racism is a deadly
disease. It harms people, brings
ongoing hate, ruins lives and makes
people ashamed of themselves as who
they are, especially the colour of their
skin. In some cases, a stereotype is an
important key to all of this. There are
constant stereotypes about different
races, cultures or genders. Hitler had
made a huge stereotype that he
announced that all Jews have big
noses. Although there is no such thing
as a Jewish nose, countless people had
believed that back at the time. Those
noses are in no way remarkable or
significantly different from the noses of
the general population, big nose sare
hardly unique to Jews—or even
particularly concentrated among
them. Stereotypes are still widely
affecting people until today, even
when the time has passed, this hate
and accusations will never bring itself
to cease. “Germans are all Nazi’s”,
“Muslims are all terrorists” and so many
more that actually corrupts the peace
and acknowledgment between the
human race. On the other hand,
Primo Levi’s statement was rather true
because history is repeating itself, it
happened once, so it can happen
again regardless. North Korea’s
ongoing development of Nuclear
weapons and ballistic missiles increases
the chances of attacking regional
states, thus affecting vital U.S interests.
Currently, North Korea possess more
than 650 short-and medium-range

ballistic missiles that is capable of hitting
cities throughout South Korea, Japan
and eastern China. Furthermore, if
they succeed in developing a longrange rocket, it can also target Gaum,
Hawaii, Alaska, and the north- western
continental United States. Another
matter that happened once in history
is currently taking place again in some
countries. Comfort Women. Comfort
Women are women, girls, and elderly
who were forced into sexual slavery
by the Imperial Japanese Army
during World War Two. The ‘comfort
women system’ has been renowned
for one of the practises the Japanese
soldiers forced on the citizens of the
land they invaded. This was done to
Korea, China, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Vietnam, Thailand, Philippines, and the
remainder of South-East Asia that was
under the Japanese rule during their
peak of colonisation in 1944. Nearly80%
of these women were of Korean
descent, and the remaining 20% was
from different countries. Especially
Korea and China has demanded
for an apology from the Japanese
government for the unforgivable
action taking place in the first place.
The Japanese Government has
provided money and a handwritten
apology for the Comfort Women,
however, this cannot be given in
for reparations since the Japanese
government is still demanding for
the State of Peace (Comfort Women
memorial statue) to be taken down
and no amount of money can make
up for the sorrow, pain and agony they
had to endure. Seventy-five years
have passed since the horrifying event
took place. Yet, even today there are
cases of Comfort Women being used
for other’s desires in various countries. It
can always happen again, regardless
of how many years have passed as
history repeats itself.
In conclusion, ‘The Boy in the Striped
Pyjamas’ showcases Bruno and
Shmuel’s touching friendship during
the outbreak of the Holocaust in 1933.
It was able to showcase John Boyne’s
and Primo Levi’s perspective that was
provoking two different contrasting
messages.
John Boyne trusted the humankind to
learn from the devastating outbreak
of the Holocaust and the cause of

it as time passes, able to learn from
history’s errors and ensure the future
doesn’t repeat the past. This has been
proven wrong by the ongoing hate,
discrimination, judgement, racism and
stereotypes among the human race
in today’s society. However, Primo
Levi understood that it can happen
again because it has already taken
place once in history. Hitler desired for
ultimate power and influenced Nazi’s
to hate, kill and despise Jews, causing
agony, pain among the Jews when
they were passed all the negative
blames. Kim Jong-Un is the set example
for Hitler, both having the desire for
ultimate power that nobody else could
compare with, and the incident of
Comfort Women that were captured
by the Japanese Imperial Army 75 years
ago is happening yet again in various
countries. Primo Levi’s statement can
be clearly proven to be true because
history always repeats itself no matter
how long it takes. - Nari Kim
Which important themes are explored
in the novel and what message did the
author intend regarding these themes?
The Boy in The Striped Pyjamas by John
Boyne, is about a boy called Bruno
who is a German 9-year-old and his
friend Shmuel who is also 9. Bruno and
Shmuel share many traits like the exact
same birthday. There are many themes
in the novel like friendship, power and
discrimination which the author shows
in many different ways. The author
wrote this novel to help teach and
explain to children about the Holocaust
and how humans went about people
being different.
“He saw the dot that became a speck
that became a blob that became a
figure that became a boy”. (pg108)
This is the start of Bruno and Shmuel
friendship, Bruno went exploringalong
the tall barbed wire fence and then
he came across Shmuel siting along
the fence staring into the distance. “I’ll
come back tomorrow” (p136) Bruno
shouted as he was walking back to his
house. This shows how Bruno is really
starting to like Shmuel and they are
becoming friends. Bruno and Shmuel
see each other every single day at
the same spot, Bruno always comes
with food for Shmuel. Boyne made

her husband following the Fury, “we
should never have let the Furycome
to dinner”. Gretel tells him that she
enjoys learning French at school. The
Fury responds doubtfully, “...but why
would you want to?” (p125), which
seems to demonstrate a mindset of
German superiority. However, the Fury
(Adolf Hitler) seems to have power over
Father as seen throughout the novel
through quotes such as ‘...no choice...
at least not if we want to continue....
what would happen is I would be taken
away and treated like a...’. We alsosee
power being used to run a dictatorship
not only through Hitler but through
characters like Lieutenant Kotler. At the
dinner party Lieutenant Kotler abused
Pavel because he spilled some wine
on his lap. We never hear about Pavel
again, which makes the reader believe
that he may have died. Another thing
that Lieutenant Kotler did was when
Shmuel was in the house cleaning
glasses for another dinner party, Shmuel
was caught eating. When Bruno saw
Shmuel again, “there was a lot of
bruising on his face” Bruno asked him
about does it hurt and he responded
with “I don’t feel anything anymore”.
This shows how Lieutenant Kotler, the
Nazis, the Father and the Fury used their
power to be cruel to others that they
saw as unworthy.

their birthdays the same in the novel
to make them similar and to show the
reader that two people are not that
different to each other.
“I’m nine my birthday is April the
fifteenth nineteen thirty-four” (p112)
as Shmuel says to Bruno, which Bruno
replies with “I don’t believe it because
my birthday is April the fifteenth too,
and I was born in nineteen thirty-four”
(p113). The novel ends in a tragic way
where Bruno and Shmuel’s friendship
ends up being the reason they both
die in the concentration camp as “It
would be a great adventure our final
adventure and I could help you look for
your papa” (pg205). Bruno and Shmuel
were caught up in a “march” and
got put in a room and Bruno grabbed
Shmuel’s hand. Bruno and Shmuel
were scared so they said to each other

“You’re my best friend, Shmuel my best
friend for life... Then the room went
darkand they were still holding hands”
(p220). Bruno’s and Shmuel’s friendship
got them through the life at “OutWith”, but sadly it took them to the end
of their journey as they died together
holding hands.
There are many people with power
in the novel and the way they use
this power is forevil. The German
soldiers in the story have power over
everybody else, including the Jews, the
female characters, and the children.
It is interesting that the male figures
have authority, and the women are
essentially made to follow orders;
for instance, Ralf forces the mother
and the family to move because
the Fury “had big things in mind for
him” (p5). Mother is not supportive of

Another theme in the novel is
discrimination. The author shows this in
many ways and an example of this is
when Lieutenant Kotler says “you go
to the living room and read your book
and leave this little .... to finish his work”.
Another example of discrimination in
the novel is when Bruno asks “who are
those people in the striped pyjamas?
“Well Bruno they’re not people at
all” (p55). Pavel accidentally spilled
wine on Lieutenant Kotler and “what
happened then was both unexpected
and extremely unpleasant. Lieutenant
Kotler grew very angry with Pavel and
no one – not Bruno, not Gretel, not
Mother and not even Father stepped
in to stop him from doing what he did
next, even though none of them could
watch.” Pavel was not seen anymore.
This shows how German Nazi’s treated
Jewish people both in the novel and
during the Holocaust. In the novel, The
Boy in The Striped Pyjamas’, one of the
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characters is Shmuel who is a Jewish
boy. He is 9 years old and he is in the
concentration camp, “the fence isn’t
there to stop us from going over there,
it’s to stop them from coming over
here” (p188). Gretel says this to Bruno
when Bruno asks about the fence. This
shows how Gretel is learning about
how to hate and discriminate against
Jewish people. John Boyne wrote this
because to show the audience what
people were like in the second world
war to other people.

The novel ends with ‘Of course all
this happened a long time ago and
nothing like this could ever happen
again. Not in this day and age.’
Alternatively, Primo Levi, an Auschwitz
survivor, said, ‘It happened, therefore
it can happen again...’ John Boyne’s
ends the novel in a way that makes the
reader question society from then to
now. By allowing the reader to create
their own point of view based in the
actions of humans and what they have
demonstrated throughout history.

The Boy in The Striped Pyjamas by John
Boyne is a novel with many themes,
some of them are friendship, power
and discrimination. In this novel there’s
a boy called Bruno. Bruno and Shmuel
share an amazing friendship together.
In the novel the two boys didn’t care
that they were different. At the end
of the novel Bruno and Shmuel got
caught up in a “march” and then got
put in a dark room and where gassed,
they were holding hands. The Boy inThe
Striped Pyjamas is about friendship. Bethany Larkin

The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas explores
the way in which John Boyne places
some irony on the end of the novel
in which we say ‘Of course all this
happened a long time ago and
nothing like this could ever happen
again. Not in this day and age.’ Pg. 223.
This point of view is explaining that in the
time period of the 20th Century there
was a lot of hatred and abomination
against different races, cultures,
religions, values, and beliefs that is the
reason for that WWI happened and
that lead on to the result of WWII and
the Holocaust. John Boyne explains
in the discussion question in that “The
Holocaust is the greatest example of
man’s inhumanity to man, of irrational
hatred, based on people’s religion,
sexuality, the colour of their skin, of
the horrendous violence.” He goes on
to talk about how it continues to exits
around the world today. We pick up
the newspaper and watch the news on
the T.V. news, and wars, violence, and
bullying almost happens every day.
The reason that the author wrote the
story was to empower young readers
to make their own minds up and put an
end to such terrible things taking place.
He is placing this statement at the end
of the novel to allow people to debate
this statement and for people to make
their own decisions. John Boyne has
written the novel through a 9-year-old
boy Bruno’s perspective, this is used to
show the innocents of children during
the 1900’s and it shows that younger
people are a lot less bias than adults.
This is allowing the reader to make their
own decision and perspective of the
Holocaust. But the Holocaust survivors

The novel ends with ‘Of course all
this happened a long time ago and
nothing like this could ever happen
again. Not in this day and age.’
Alternatively, Primo Levi, an Auschwitz
survivor, said, ‘It happened, therefore
it can happen again...’ Develop a
response, comparing and contrasting
these points of view.
The historical fiction ‘The Boy in the
Striped Pyjamas’ written by John Boyne
is an emotional roller-coaster of happy,
sad, innocent and hate. The novel is
set during World War II, 9-year-old boy
Bruno and his family leave Berlin to take
up residence near the concentration
camp where his father has just become
commandant. Unhappy and lonely, he
wanders out behind his house one day
and finds Shmuel, a Jewish boy of his
age. Though the barbed-wire fence
of the camp separates them, the boys
begin a forbidden friendship, oblivious
to the real nature of their surroundings.

are the ones that we can trust as they
were a part of the Holocaust.
The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas explores
how the Holocaust was a crazy ordeal
that could never happen again
because the world has changed since
then. But ‘It happened, therefore it can
happen again...’ Primo Levi believes
this as he was a part of it and thinks that
there are still people like Adolf Hitler
that want to create their own perfect
world. For example, Donald Trump for
his plan to build to keep the Mexicans
out, like the barbed wire fence in the
Boy in the Striped Pyjamas that kept the
Jews from getting out and into Europe.
The cause of the Holocaust started
out of the rage that Hitler had from
being a soldier in WWI and having to
go through the traumatic event when
he was 25 years old being born in 1889.
When he was in the war he has graded
the job of regimental message-runner
meaning he was in the front-line of the
war. Adolf Hitler was wounded in the
British gas attack. “Among the German
wounded in the Ypres Salient in Belgium
on October 14, 1918, is Corporal
Adolf Hitler, temporarily blinded by a
British gas shell and evacuated to a
German military hospital at Pasewalk,
in Pomerania.” The belief that Primo
Levi has is that the reason the Hitler
started WWII and the Holocaust was
based on his grievance for revenge
for the fact that Germany lost in WWI
and that they were forced to sign the
treaty of Versaille that made Germany
decrease their military force pay
finances and give land away. The
want for revenge was so great the on
the way to victory he wanted to create
a perfect race (Aryan race) and by
doing so caused the death of millions
and millions of Jewish people for the
fact that he did not like them and the
religion that they followed. This makes it
clear that any other soldiers in the army
want the need for revenge could start
another World War for power over other
people. John Boyne wants readers to
make their own mind up so he places
the last paragraph there for people to
think more about the Holocaust.
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The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas explores
how John Boyne allows the reader to
place their own point of view on the
story and whether they believe it could
happen again. John Boyne makes the
reader go back and reread the book
allowing for the reader to make up
their own point of view. In the novel
when Bruno is taking to Shmuel one
day when Bruno says ‘I’m going to be
a soldier, like my Father (Ralf)’ Pg. 144.
Because of Bruno’s innocents, he wants
to be a soldier as he thinks that some
are good and others are bad. As
Shmuel explains that ‘There aren’t any
good soldiers’ Pg. 144. As since Shmuel
has been there he has seen that the
soldiers are mean and punish the Jews.
Hitler has told the soldiers that they are
allowed to beat up and punish the
Jewish people like they are animals
and have no life to live. Soldiers, in
general, are responsible for the mass
deaths in the world and that any soldier
could follow in Hitler’s footsteps and
cause havoc on the world again. Hitler
was an explorer in a way in which he
explored something that did not want
to be found his inner rage and hatred
for the rest of the world and wanting to
take it over, to create his perfect race
Jewish out the Jewish culture and way
of living.
Concussively, ‘The boy in the Striped
Pyjamas’ written by John Boyne gives
the reader a chance to take a side
to understand whether this horrible
and traumatic event for many people
could ever happen again. In today’s
society, people are desiring power
and control over others and we need
to understand that ‘It happened,
therefore it can happen again...’ By
Primo Levi. Us human beings need to
understand that there is only one race
the human race andt hat people are
allowed to their own cultures, religions,
values, and beliefs. For that, the need
for power needs to be forgotten and
we need to respect everyone for who
they are and nothing else. - Jesse
Reynolds

This term, students in year 8 have been
studying persuasive techniques, and
their use in various modes and mediums
of communication. To begin they used
their critical thinking skills to investigate
the devices used in propaganda,
political
cartoons
and
election
campaigns - fitting as we drew closer
to our own Australian election. Keeping

with our interdisciplinary unit with
Humanities, we had a focus on World
War II as well. The students showed
great interest in the political agendas of
our Australian parties, drawing parallels
with political campaigns throughout
history and from around the world. Ask
you children what they know about the
images below! Currently, students are
utilising, adapting and innovating with
persuasive techniques and the pillars of
persuasion – pathos, logos and ethos –
in their own writing. They are selecting
a significant historical event throughout
history and persuading their chose
audience about just how influential
that event was in shaping our current
society. The other English teachers
and I eagerly await these submissions
as we have students covering
events from the Black Death, to the
American revolution, various civil rights
movements, the British rule of India,
World War I and II, Hiroshima, and the list
goes on. The students have also been
challenged to take their knowledge
and understanding of persuasion and
apply it in every situation – so watch
out for what your child may be able to
persuade you to agree to now!

Photography

Students in Year 7 Photography have been learning about using Photoshop and a green screen to make a composite image.
To make a successful image, students considered the quality of light, including colour and direction, and learnt how to make
accurate selections in Photoshop.

2019 Top Design Excursion
On Week 7, Term 2 of 2019, the year
9 design students had a chance to
have a glance of the outstanding
work the VCE and VCAL design
students created at the Melbourne
Museum. Approximately 70 students
travelled via public transport to and
from the Melbourne museum. The
annual exhibition displayed furniture,
fashion, graphic designs, product
design and systems engineering. As
a year 9 student that undertakes two

design-based electives: visual art and
digital technology, I was able to see
the standard of work that is ahead of
me and proud of the high standard
of work I am already producing. We
had a chance to view remarkable
student projects, portfolios and their
design process. The year 9 cohort were
instructed to take detailed notes on
a project related to our interests. The
VCE and VCAL design students’ work
was to a higher standard and they had

access to a lot more resources. But, we
weren’t reluctant to strive to work at a
higher standard. We had a chance to
look at their portfolios which consisted
of over 60+ pages, hundreds of hours
of design and work. This was truly an
amazing experience and I am grateful
for this remarkable experience.
Pannya Trehan,
Technologies.
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PRESENTS

PERFORMANCES

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
August 8, 9 & 10
@ 6:30pm
Sunday
August 11 @ 12pm

LOCATION

Alamanda College Theatre
TICKETS

Adults $20, Children $12,
Family of four $55

BOOK ONLINE

Tickets on sale through
www.trybooking.com/BCVVI
or the school office from June 24th

